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 In order to identify the effects of nutrients on gene expression and to assess the 

interactions between genes and nutrition by means of various cutting-edge technologies, 

the interdisciplinary branch ‘Nutrigenomics’ was created. Therefore, nutrigenomics 

corresponds to the use of knowledge and techniques of nutrition, genomics, 

transcriptomics, proteomics, epigenomics, and metabolomics to seek and explain the 

cross-talk between nutrition and genes in molecular level. Macronutrients are important 

dietary signals that control metabolic programming of cells and have important roles in 

maintaining cellular homeostasis by influencing specific gene expression. Recent 

advancements in molecular genetics studies, for instance, use of next-generation 

sequencing, microarray and qPCR array to investigate the expression of transcripts, 

genes, and miRNAs, has a crucial impact on understanding and quantitative measurement 

of the impact of dietary macronutrients on gene function. This review will shade a light 

on the interactions and mechanisms how the dietary source of macronutrients changes the 

expression of specific mRNA and miRNA. Furthermore, it will highlight the exciting 

recent findings in relation to animal performance characteristics which eventually help us 

to identify a dietary target to improve animal production. 
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Introduction 

Expression of genes is regulated by several factors 

including transcription, processing, the stability of 

messenger RNA (mRNA), protein synthesis from mRNA, 

functions of ribosomes and transfer RNAs (tRNAs). 

Dietary nutrients can modify mRNA or miRNA 

expressions in both direct and indirect manner. The 

generation of knowledge regarding the nutritional impact 

on gene expression and accumulation of the related data 

has led to open a new era of science known as 

“nutrigenomics” or “nutritional genomics”. Therefore, 

nutrigenomics examines the interaction of nutrient-gene 

on a genome-wide scale (Mariman, 2006). As a result, it 

creates fundamentally new approaches and novel 

experimental techniques to nutritional research, for 

instance, different high-throughput techniques that enable 

the global study of gene expression in response to 

nutrition. New tools that are available to investigate 

whole genome sequences to study diet-gene interactions 

include next-generation sequencing, microarrays, 

proteomics, metabolomics, and epigenomics.  

 

Beyond inherited genetic abnormalities or disorders, 

unexpected changes in gene expression may also 

contribute to disease processes which can be stimulated 

by various environmental factors. Diet is one of the most 

important environmental factors altering the cellular 

environment in most organs including the gastrointestinal 

tract, liver, heart, and muscle. Macronutrients, particularly 

proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids have crucial 

importance in animal growth and development as they are 

the sources of energy and building blocks required for 

structural and regulatory unit synthesis of cells (Solon-

Biet et al., 2015). Macronutrients or their metabolites also 

have effects on a variety of cellular functions which can 

be mediated through changes in the levels of circulating 

hormones, for instance, the release of insulin is regulated 

by circulating level of glucose molecules. On the other 

hand, micronutrients also have remarkable effects on the 

expression of specific genes by regulating intracellular 

receptors and specific gene promoter interaction 

(Schuster, 2006). Although the concept of nutrigenomics 

is a very new notion, it got huge research priority over the 
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last decade due to its mood of action, nature of 

investigation and advancement in molecular genetic 

research. With the tools of nutrigenomics, it is now 

possible to explain some of the hidden secrets of 

epigenetic mechanism. A hypothetical model showing the 

effects of macronutrients on gene expression as well as on 

phenotypes of an organism (Figure 1). 

Any imbalance in macronutrients may result in 

developmental and functional disorders. Proteins are the 

most important macronutrient contributing to the structure 

of muscles, skin, nails, hairs, wools, and feathers (Laba 

and Rodziewicz, 2014). Although proteins are not a 

primary energy source, they can be used as an energy 

source under specific circumstances. Proteins are 

composed of 20 amino acids in human and animal bodies 

(Hoffman and Falvo, 2004). Dietary fat is a major source 

of energy and vitally important for normal growth and 

development. Fatty acids and their derived substances 

have critical roles regulating genes and cellular signaling. 

However, high fat intake is a very important risk factor 

for obesity and other metabolic disorders. High-fat diets 

give rise to overweight, dyslipidemia, insulin and leptin 

resistance in human and animals (Buettner et al., 2007; 

Hariri and Thibault, 2010). Carbohydrates are one of the 

primary energy sources of living organisms. 

Carbohydrates are basically classified based on sugar 

units such as monosaccharides (glucose) oligosaccharides 

(lactose) and polysaccharides (starch) (Englyst and 

Hudson, 1996). Among the carbohydrates, glucose has 

first priority for animal tissues and lactose synthesis in the 

mammary gland. Therefore, glucose homeostasis is very 

important for farm animals (Nafikov and Beitz, 2007). 

High-calorie diets are extensively used by obesity 

researchers. High-calorie diets induced obesity similar to 

high-fat diets in experimental animals (Nascimento et al., 

2008). It is now evident from several types of research 

that certain macronutrients have a dynamic influence on 

the expression of some genes and subsequently alter the 

abundance of key proteins that may have a crucial role in 

metabolic pathways and controlling differentiation and 

cell division. In this review, we accumulated recent 

exciting findings in livestock nutrigenomics and 

discussed the impact of studying nutrigenomics to 

improve the productive and reproductive performance of 

livestock. 

 

 
Figure 1 Diagram showing complex interaction between nutrients and genes. The components of this figure were 

adopted from Sohel, 2016 and Lindin et al., 2014. 

 

How Nutrients Affect Gene Expression 

Dramatic advances have been made in the 

understanding of the different molecular mechanisms 

used by nutrients to regulate genes that are essential for 

their biological roles to carry out normal metabolism 

(Cousins et al., 2010). Expression of genes can be 

changed through dietary components in a number of 

ways. External nutrients may influence the gene 

expression in both direct and indirect manner. Firstly, in a 

direct manner, nutrients may bind to transcription 

factor receptors as a ligand and modulate the expression 

of genes. Secondly, as an indirect effect, they may be 

metabolized by primary or secondary metabolic pathways 
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thereby altering concentrations of substrates or 

intermediates and lastly, as another indirect effect, 

nutrients may alter signal transduction pathways 

positively or negatively (Schuster, 2006). Diets may 

induce gene expression via ligand-activated transcription 

factor-mediated activity, transcription factor acetylation, 

nutrient transport-influenced transcription factors and 

nutrient-influenced gene repression via response element 

placement (Cousins et al., 2010). Fatty acids are the 

typical example of an indirect effect of nutrients on gene 

expression. For instance, they undergone metabolization 

to produce cellular energy and changes intracellular 

energy balance via the β-oxidation pathways which may 

indirectly change the expression of genes through altering 

in cellular nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD) 

homeostasis (Lin and Guarente, 2003) and NAD 

reoxidation is affecting mitochondrial electron transport 

activity, is a cofactor for proteins involved in chromatin 

remodelling. Chromatin remodelling processes have 

short- and long-term consequences for gene regulation 

due to reactions such as histone acetylation or DNA 

methylation that alter access to, and therefore regulation 

of, eukaryotic genes (Eberharter and Becker, 2002). The 

resulting differences in an individual due to dietary 

modification can be attributed to the alterations in their 

genetic content, which emphasizes the importance of 

exploring the role of nutrient-gene interactions in the 

development of livestock phenotype (Dang et al., 2013).  

 

Macronutrients and gene expression  

 

Gene regulation is a complex process which is carried 

out through activities of different response elements that 

potentially influence transcription rate (Cousins, 1999). 

Dietary nutrient contents may act actively to influence the 

rate of transcription or may act passively by altering 

specific signalling pathways. For instance, in ruminant 

dietary fiber content may influence gene expression in a 

passive manner by altering mechanical stimuli, 

metabolites and hormonal signalling produced by the 

intestinal microflora. Dietary carbohydrate has a strong 

influence on the expression of genes involved in 

metabolic pathways predominantly those related to 

carbohydrate metabolism (Koo et al., 2008). The quantity 

of dietary carbohydrate also has a dramatic effect on the 

expression of genes associated with cell adhesion, cell 

cycle and growth control (Wang et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 

2015).  

Protein is an essential macronutrient required by 

humans and animals for their proper growth and 

development. Malnutrition caused by an insufficient 

supply of protein may affect the physiologic and 

pathologic status of an organism. Overfeeding or 

restriction of dietary protein may cause severe health 

consequence through altering the expression of genes that 

are central to several critical pathways (Sharples et al., 

2015). The majority of the pleiotropic effects of dietary 

proteins are mediated by the changes in involved target 

gene expression. A number of genes have been found to 

regulate through dietary protein in human as well as 

different experimental and domestic animals (Hesketh et 

al., 1998; Starr et al., 2015). For instance, genes encoding 

the insulin-like growth factor-3 (IGF-3) system are highly 

sensitive to nutritional status (Straus, 1994; Sharples et 

al., 2015); any alteration of the expression of these genes 

comprises one of the major causes of growth restriction in 

protein malnutrition. Knowledge of such changes will 

provide us several dimensions into the molecular 

mechanisms of endocrine and metabolic influence on 

gene expression in response to protein malnutrition. 

Dietary fat is another macronutrient which serves a 

number of essential functions. However, high dietary fat 

is considered an important environmental risk factor 

which is associated with obesity and other metabolic 

disorders including hypertension, type 2 diabetes, stroke 

and coronary artery disease (Anunciado-Koza et al., 

2015). Although the molecular mechanisms of fat intake 

with different metabolic syndromes are complex which 

include different genes and genetic interactions, recent 

results from several types of research provide cues to 

complete this complex puzzle. Excessive weight gain and 

adiposity can be induced by high-fat diets in both animals 

and humans. When dietary energy intake, in terms of fat, 

chronically exceeds expenditure may lead to a variety of 

obesity-related disorders. High dietary fat is sometimes 

associated with hyperglycemia, hypertriglyceridemia, 

hyperinsulinemia, high VLDL and low-density 

lipoprotein (LDL) in circulation. This type of diets also 

has widespread effects on insulin-responsive tissues. This 

is particularly true for adipose tissue, which is central to 

secretes adipokines and bioactive lipids and maintains 

lipid homeostasis (Almon et al., 2015). 

 

Nutrigenomics: A Tool to Understand Animal Health, 

Production, and Reproduction  

 

Animal growth is the outcome of complex 

combinations of anabolic, catabolic and metabolic 

processes, which consist of a series of biochemical and 

physiological reactions, for example, utilization of amino 

acids and glucose, deposition of intracellular protein and 

fat, and their regulation by hormones and other factors. 

Indeed, to have a profitable animal production system the 

knowledge of animal physiology and nutrition is 

essential. From a practical point of view, it is clear that 

gene expression (both mRNA and miRNA) studies will 

shed a light to identify critical pathways and candidate 

genes regulating economically important traits in 

livestock production. Although nutritional strategies and 

dietary manipulations are key tools to influence livestock 

production, both nutrition, and genetic makeup strongly 

influence the productive and reproductive performance of 

livestock. Nowadays, nutrigenomics is providing new 

approaches that can be used to have a clear understanding 

how nutritional management can influence productive and 

reproductive performance in livestock.  

 

Growth and Development of Skeletal Muscle 

It had already been reported that mammalian embryos 

primarily dependent on the maternal supply of nutrients, 

particularly carbohydrate, through the umbilical cord that 

eventually fuel the developmental activities (Gardner et 

al., 2000). For instance, skeletal muscle and adipose tissue 

development can be reprogrammed by maternal 

nutritional status which is characterized by notable 

changes in gene expression of sheep fetal tissues 
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(Peñagaricano et al., 2014). Furthermore, maternal 

overnutrition may cause enhanced activities and 

upregulation of certain enzyme and transporter genes via 

increasing intestinal functions, while maternal 

undernutrition caused disturbed fetal intestinal 

development in newborn pigs (Cao et al., 2014). On the 

other hand, avian embryos dependent on the nutrients 

stored in the egg that supplies necessary energy and 

building blocks for the metabolic activities and growth 

(Zhai et al., 2011). The in ovo (IO) nutrients of the chick 

embryo consist mainly of albumin (protein), yolk fat and 

a trace amount of carbohydrates. However, glucose is the 

primary source of energy needed for growth and 

development which comes from carbohydrates. 

Therefore, to meet the high requirement of glucose, 

gluconeogenesis of protein or glycolysis of glycogen took 

place which eventually fuels the hatching activities (Uni 

et al., 2005). During early stages of development, when 

there are a handful of cells in the embryo, it is very 

important that cells are working together and express 

certain sets of genes so that the embryo can develop 

properly (Hasegawa et al., 2015). To understand the role 

of IO administration of carbohydrates on the avian 

embryo development Bhanja et al., investigated the 

growth and immune-related candidate gene expression 

pattern in chick embryo (Bhanja et al., 2015). 

Interestingly, they found administration of glucose 

significantly increase the expression of genes related to 

growth (IGF- I & II, cGH) during embryonic period and 

early post-hatch period. Furthermore, IO glucose 

administration had also influence on the expression 

pattern of immune-related genes. Finally, the authors 

concluded that the IO supplementation of carbohydrate is 

beneficial for embryos in the later stage of growth and 

development which may mediate through altering growth 

and immune-related gene expression (Bhanja et al., 2015).  

Amino acids (AA) have enormous physiological 

importance and considered as structural units for tissue 

proteins and essential substrates for many low molecular 

weight substances (Kim et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2014). 

Increasing interest in AA nutrition research reflects their 

importance to enhance animal production in a global 

context (Wu et al., 2014). Dietary proteins are the primary 

suppliers of necessary AA for livestock species. Thus, 

adequate supply of dietary protein is essential in order to 

provide different AA and small peptides to the animal for 

their proper growth and development (Toledo et al., 

2014). In contrast, inadequate supply of protein may lead 

to suboptimal growth and reproduction of livestock 

animals (Wang et al., 2014). Now, the key factor in 

formulating new generation diets for livestock requires in-

depth knowledge of the regulation of protein & AA 

metabolism and the function of digestive system in 

association with digestive enzyme related gene 

expressions. Although, several studies have been 

conducted highlighting the role of dietary protein and AA 

on weight gain (Wang et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2015), 

productive and reproductive performance (Galassi et al., 

2010; Toledo et al., 2014) in pigs, very little is known 

about the underlying genetic mechanism. In recent years, 

few studies tried to correlate the dietary supplementation/ 

manipulation of macronutrients over gene expression. For 

instance, He et al., demonstrated that the expression of 

genes related to digestive enzymes and the digestibility & 

utilization of AA in growing and finishing pigs can be 

influenced by the amount of protein available in the diet 

(He et al., 2015), which subsequently affect the skeletal 

muscle growth in growing pigs. In addition, 

supplementation of cysteamine, a degraded form of AA 

cysteine, enhance the growth of skeletal muscle in 

finishing pigs by increasing the plasma concentration of 

IGF-1probably through altering mammalian target of 

rapamycin (mTOR) and FOXO signalling pathways 

(Zhou et al., 2015). It has also been shown that maternal 

isoenergetic diets such as alfalfa haylage, dried corn 

distillers grains, and corn have marked effects on the 

expression of myogenic and adipogenic genes that 

involved in the regulation of cell adhesion, organ 

development, and tissue development in sheep embryos 

(Peñagaricano et al., 2014). In addition, maternal 

overfeeding of macronutrients results in dramatic increase 

in the expression of genes involved in growth, 

metabolism, and muscle protein synthesis, while 

restriction of macronutrients causes loss of expression of 

those genes in lambs (Hoffman et al., 2016). Similar 

effects were observed in large domestic ruminants. For 

instance, maternal intake of starch during the pregnancy 

regulates the growth, development, and fetal 

reprogramming through the changes in the expression of 

imprinted genes including MEG8, H19, IGF2R, and 

DNMT3a in beef cattle offspring (Wang et al., 2015). 

Another study conducted to understand how glycine 

supplementation affects the growth and gene expression 

in milk-fed young pigs (Wang et al., 2014). Indeed, 

glycine is an essential AA required in a higher amount to 

maintain and fulfill multiple physiological functions in 

the body (Wang et al., 2013). It has been estimated that 

milk contains only 23% of daily glycine required for 

protein synthesis in young animals. Therefore, milk-fed 

piglets require dietary supplementation of glycine for 

their proper growth and development (Wang et al., 2014).  

Tryptophan (Trp) is one of the important essential AA 

which is required for protein deposition and multiple 

metabolic functions (glucose homeostasis, appetite, and 

immune function) in poultry (Rogers and Pesti, 1990). 

Appropriate or low level of Trp could enhance the protein 

deposition in broiler chicks of 8-21 days (Fatufe et al., 

2005) which may indicate a reduction in proteolysis or the 

increase in the translation efficiency and the higher 

capacity for protein synthesis. Genes encoding muscle 

ring finger-1 (MuRF1), muscle atrophy F box (MAFbx), 

and 20S proteasome played a crucial part in regulating 

muscle proteolysis (Gomes et al., 2001) through 

controlling specific proteolytic system which are potential 

contributors of muscle degradation. By contrast, synthesis 

of protein in poultry is regulated by PI3 kinase/protein 

kinase B/poultry target of the rapamycin (pTOR) 

signaling pathway (Schiaffino and Mammucari, 2011). 

Importantly, its regulator p70 S6 kinase (S6K1) can be 

activated by other anabolic signals including amino acids 

(such as Trp, Arg, and Leu) or by insulin through a 

signaling pathway (Sugawara et al. 2007). Clearly, for 

proper growth and development of skeletal muscle, it is 

necessary to suppress the proteolytic systems and activate 

protein synthesis pathways. Recently Pan et al. showed 

that dietary supplementation of Trp resulted in an 
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upregulation of the expression of transmitting tissue-

specific (TTS) mRNA and phosphorylation of pTOR and 

suppress 20S protease and cathepsin B mRNA expression 

in thigh tissue, which subsequently regulates the protein 

deposition and skeletal muscle growth in thigh tissue in 

Yangzhou goslings. These findings are a clear indication 

of genetic and molecular mechanism that may indicate the 

beneficial effects of dietary supplementation of Trp in 

improving the protein metabolism (Pan et al., 2013).  

 

Fat Deposition 

Deposition and composition of fat and fatty acids in 

meat producing animals has received significant interest 

due to their implications for meat quality characteristics 

and human health risks. Fat deposition in meat producing 

animals may consider as beneficial or undesirable 

depending on its quantity and location. For instance, a 

huge quantity of adipose tissue accumulation in the 

subcutaneous and visceral region of beef cattle is 

considered as ‘waste fat’ (Gotoh et al., 2009). It has also 

been recommended, excessive fat deposition, except 

intramuscular fat, considered as detrimental to carcass 

quality and constitutes human health hazards (Zhang et 

al., 2015). In current beef production era, the main goal is 

to reduce the deposition of ‘waste fat,’ in the animal body 

in order to have cost-effective production. Therefore, 

development of strategies for manipulating deposition of 

adipose tissue in livestock has been considered as a major 

breeding goal for many years. In this regard, the 

knowledge of “Nutrigenomics” can play a crucial role in 

order to understand and correlate the impact of dietary 

macronutrient supplement and the underlying molecular 

mechanisms of fat deposition in farm animals. 

Fat accumulation could be influenced by the 

manipulation of dietary macronutrient content. It has been 

shown that the content of intramuscular fat can be 

radically increased by low lysine dietary supplementation 

in finishing gilts (Katsumata et al., 2005). Furthermore, 

restricted protein content (Teye et al., 2006), manipulation 

of dietary energy and protein (Zhang et al., 2014) and 

conjugated linoleic acid (Zhong et al., 2011) were found 

to have beneficial effects for intramuscular fat deposition 

in finishing as well as young porcine. At the metabolic 

level, fat deposition is a complex and coordinated process 

and as a result of dynamic balance among fatty acid 

transportation, lipogenesis and lipolysis in tissue (Jurie et 

al., 2007). This process is controlled by several metabolic 

enzymes which are regulated by different functional 

genes in particular tissues. Any changes in the expression 

and activities of these lipogenic enzymes and genes, such 

as stearoyl-CoA desaturase (SCD), fatty acid synthase 

(FAS), sterol regulatory element binding protein 1 

(SREBP-1), acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC), and 

peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ (PPARγ) can 

change the biosynthesis rates of fatty acids (Zhang et al., 

2015). Among these, PPARγ is considered as the crucial 

regulator of the transcription of genes controlling active 

fat metabolism and adipogenesis which also has 

adipogenic and lipogenic effects in adipocytes (Sevane et 

al., 2013). In triglyceride synthesis, SREBP-1 plays a 

critical role in regulating lipogenic gene expression, 

including SCD-1, FAS, and ACC1(Postic and Girard, 

2008). Studies have demonstrated that SCD facilitates 

more accessible pool of monounsaturated fatty acids in 

adipose tissue and therefore, regulate the synthesis of 

triglyceride (Postic and Girard, 2008). Furthermore, 

adipocyte-fatty acid binding proteins (A-FABP) and 

lipoprotein lipase (LPL) have identified as regulators of 

lipid metabolism in adipose tissue because they are able 

to modulate the expression of genes involved in lipid 

metabolism or fatty acids transportation (Zhao et al., 

2010). Despite an increase of dietary energy intake (in 

terms of fat) can improve the digestion and absorption of 

other nutrients, it may also upregulate the expression of 

lipogenic genes which eventually cause an increased de 

novo synthesis of free fatty acid (FFA) resulting higher 

accumulation of subcutaneous adipose tissue (Zhang et 

al., 2015). 

 

Milk Production 

The establishment and maintenance of milk synthesis 

in the mammary gland is a series of complex and 

coordinated processes which requires the activation of 

several metabolic and physiological factors along with 

tight regulation of particular genes. At the cellular level, it 

is a combination of both the number and the secretory 

activity of each mammary epithelial cell (MEC) that 

synthesizes milk. In addition, multiple cell signaling 

pathways have been identified to be playing a crucial role 

in regulating milk synthesis (Finucane et al., 2008; 

Suchyta et al., 2003). The overall efficiency of the milk 

yield is not only affected by the genetics and local factors 

within mammary gland but also epigenetic factors such as 

nutrition (Sejrsen and Purup 1997), photoperiod and heat 

stress (Dahl and Petitclerc, 2003), milking techniques 

(Millogo et al., 2011), frequency of milking (Dahl and 

Petitclerc, 2003) and disease control (Fourichon et al., 

1999) have significant effects. Of those, nutrition is the 

single factor having the greatest effect on milk production 

of dairy animals. The diets providing essential nutrients in 

appropriate and adequate quantity enhanced milk 

production. Clearly, many management and 

environmental factors besides genetics affect mammary 

function at the cellular and molecular level. Therefore, 

milk production in the dairy animals remains open for 

considerable manipulation for higher production. 

Consequently, modern scientists are interacting scientific 

disciplines including genetics, reproduction, and nutrition 

for higher milk production, apart from simply trying to 

balance genetic selection (McNamara, 2012). 

Oxidative stress is very common in high-yielding 

dairy cow due to intensive metabolic activity for 

establishment and maintenance of lactation. Many 

signaling pathways that are linked to milk synthesis can 

modulate the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

through the direct or indirect mechanism. One of the 

strategies to improve the nutritional input of ruminant 

diets in order to minimize oxidative stress is lipid 

supplementation with n-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids (n-3 

PUFAs), however, this approach may result in a higher 

risk of plasma peroxidation with severe consequence on 

animal health (Miller et al., 1993). Other strategies 

include supplementation of dietary antioxidant in the diet 

containing oxidized fat to enhance the lactation 

performance and antioxidant activity (Vázquez-Añón et 

al., 2008), which may work through direct scavenging of 
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peroxides or induce the production of antioxidant genes to 

scavenge reactive oxygen species. In addition, besides 

endogenous antioxidant molecules supplementation of 

nonenzymatic antioxidants like vitamin E and Selenium 

has been shown to be beneficial to improve fertility 

during heat stress and oxidative stress (Megahed et al., 

2008). Supplementation of flex meal has been found to 

improve the antioxidant capacity through a significant 

reduction of thiobarbituric acid-reactive substances 

(TBARS) and increase the abundance of NRF2 (nuclear 

factor erythroid 2-related factor 2), a central gene for Nrf2 

mediated oxidative stress response pathway, in the 

mammary tissue (Schogor et al., 2013). 

Fat is one of the important constituents of ruminant 

milk that determine the physical and organoleptic 

properties. Factors affecting fat synthesis in milk are vital 

in developing nutritional strategies in order to increase the 

nutritional value of milk and to improve the energy 

balance. In order to have desired changes in the 

composition and content of milk fat, it is very important 

to understand the regulatory effects of macronutrients on 

milk fat synthesis and the underlying molecular 

mechanisms dictating mammary lipogenesis. 

Approximately 50% of milk fatty acid, including short- 

and medium-chain fatty acids and one-half of long chain 

fatty acids are synthesized de novo from acetate and β-

hydroxybutyrate in the mammary gland of dairy cows (Qi 

et al., 2014). Generally, supplementation of oilseeds and 

oils in the diet decreases the secretion of fatty acids 

synthesized de novo in the mammary gland of bovine 

(Chilliard et al., 2007). Furthermore, feeding diets that 

cause milk fat depression (high portion of concentrate, 

marine algal lipids and fish oil) or administration of 

conjugated linoleic acid intravenously (Gervais et al., 

2009) or at the abomasum (Baumgard et al., 2002) also 

decrease in the output of medium to long chain fatty acids 

synthesized de novo in ruminant milk which is associated 

with decrease in acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACACA) and 

fatty acid synthase (FASN) mRNA abundance and 

activity of their transcribed proteins in mammary gland of 

cows and goats (Bernard et al., 2009). Higher abundance 

of FASN and ACACA mRNAs in the mammary gland is 

known to positively regulated fatty acids output in milk 

(Bernard et al., 2008) suggesting that FASN and ACACA 

is an important regulator of de novo fatty acid synthesis in 

ruminant species (Shingfield et al., 2010). In vitro 

experiments on the bovine mammary epithelial cell line 

(MAC-T) has demonstrated that acetic acid can enhance 

the abundance of ACACA mRNA, suggesting it enhance 

the de novo synthesis of fatty acid in the bovine 

mammary gland (Jacobs et al., 2013). In addition, Qi et 

al., showed that certain concentration of saturated long 

chain fatty acid may have a positive effect on cell 

proliferation, accumulation of triacylglycerol and 

expression of mRNA associated with milk fat and protein 

synthesis in cultured primary bovine epithelial cells after 

two passages (Qi et al., 2014). However, further studies 

are necessary to elucidate the underlying mechanisms and 

effectiveness of direct administration of acetic acid and 

saturated long-chain fatty acid to increase milk production 

in livestock. 

 

Abundance or restriction of macronutrients during 

lactation may influence the milk synthesis in mammary 

gland through the changes of the expression of some key 

genes which are crucial in regulating different metabolic 

pathways. For instance, glucose, the essential 

macronutrient, is the precursor of lactose synthesis in the 

mammary gland and glucose requirement are 

approximately fourfold higher in lactating cow compared 

to non-lactating cows. As much as 85% circulating 

glucose can be consumed by the lactating mammary 

gland. Therefore, it is logical to think glucose availability 

in the mammary gland is one of the major regulators of 

milk production. Many studies have demonstrated that 

there is a curvilinear increase of milk production with the 

increase of glucose levels (Rigout et al., 2002; Rulquin et 

al., 2004), while others reported inconsistent results (Al-

Trad et al., 2009). Using bovine mammary epithelial cells 

(BMEC) in vitro, Liu et al., showed that increasing 

glucose availability may increase the synthesis of milk fat 

and lactose by modulating the mRNA expression of key 

genes and subsequently affect the synthesis of milk 

composition (Liu et al., 2013). On the other hand, 

restriction of macronutrients during lactation results in a 

decrease of mRNA concentrations of sterol regulatory 

element-binding protein target genes involved in lipid 

synthesis in the liver along with plasma concentration of 

TAG (Gessner et al., 2015) which may regulate the milk 

production in lactating pigs. Several of milk traits (milk 

production, acidity, milk stability etc.) have been found to 

be negatively correlated with feed restriction in dairy 

cows (Gabbi et al., 2015). Lactating animals may seek to 

minimize the effect of nutrient restriction by adopting 

several adaptation strategies including increased 

mobilization of body reserved and decreased milk 

production. 

Oilseeds and linseeds are commonly used as a fat 

source in the ruminant diet which also provides protein 

and fiber. Numerous experiments have been conducted to 

study the use of oilseeds, linseeds, and other 

unconventional diets in order to enhance the milk 

production as well as composition. Most of the studies 

reported that oilseed or linseed supplementation has 

minor or no effect on milk production (Suksombat et al., 

2014, 2013), while others reported an increase of milk 

yield (Johnson et al., 2002). Interestingly, 

supplementation of sunflower seeds or sunflower oil had a 

positive effect on milk yield and milk composition in 

lactating goats (Morsy et al., 2015). Although having an 

association with bronchiolitis (Sawahata et al., 2010) and 

cytotoxic activity (Yunita et al., 2013), Sauropus 

androgynus is traditionally consumed by several 

Southeast Asian countries and is believed to be an 

enhancer of milk production during lactation (Bunawan et 

al., 2015). When feeding S. androgynus leaf extract to 

lactating mice, it enhanced the expression of two 

prominent genes (prolactin and oxytocin) regulating milk 

production and subsequently, increased milk production 

(Soka et al., 2010) suggesting their potential use to 

increase milk production in livestock ruminants (Gabbi et 

al., 2015).  
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Enhance Reproductive Performance 

Although several studies have conducted to 

demonstrate the interrelation between nutrition and 

reproduction covering different livestock species 

(Thatcher et al., 2011; Lei et al., 2014), this relationship is 

dynamic and extremely complex. Sub-optimal 

reproductive performance in farm animals has been well 

documented in terms of production system efficiency as 

well as economic viability (Maciel et al., 2015). 

Reproductive performance can be influenced by many 

factors, including genetics, season, disease and more 

importantly nutritional management. Nutrition is one of 

the most important environmental factors that have a 

significant impact on numerous reproductive functions 

including hormone production, ovum & sperm viability, 

fertilization, and early embryonic development both in 

vivo and in vitro. Increased number of researchers are 

trying to assess the relationship between interactions and 

matching the puzzles of these varying effects on 

reproduction. Nutritional factors may have an influence 

on different stages of the reproduction starting form 

follicular growth to the birth of an offspring. Meta-

analyses and meta-regression of nutritional effects on 

reproductive parameters demonstrated that there was a 

negative effect of soluble proteins and positive effects of 

lipids on reproductive performance in lactating dairy 

cows (Rodney et al., 2015). Although low heritability of 

reproductive traits indicating the complex and 

multifactorial nature of this trait, recent studies showed 

that the estimated genetic merit for reproductive traits is 

increasing (Berry et al., 2014). 

Intensive genetic selection together with considerable 

improvement in dietary nutrition plan leads to significant 

increases in average milk production. Unfortunately, there 

is a negative relationship between the productivity and the 

fertility. High yielding dairy animals required a high 

nutritional plan, rich in energy and protein, to mitigate the 

higher requirement of nutrients during the late pregnancy 

and early lactation to avoid negative energy balance 

(NEB). Inadequate macronutrient supply may result in an 

imbalance in endocrine and metabolic status which is 

associated with the resumption of ovulatory cycles, 

noncompetent oocytes, and low embryo quality, and 

finally establishment and maintenance of pregnancy. 

Indeed, diets reach in carbohydrates can enhance the 

energy status and consequently increase the percentage of 

active ovaries in the early postpartum period (Solon-Biet 

et al., 2015), however, the quality of oocyte and embryo 

may suffer from such insulinogenic diets. Interestingly, 

Sales et al., found different dietary energy levels have no 

influence on the oocyte numbers and quality. In addition, 

high energy diet intake for a long period may decrease the 

in vitro production of embryos in Bos indicus cows by 

causing a hyperinsulinemic state and inducing the 

downregulation of cellular metabolism genes (Sales et al., 

2015).  

High dietary fat has beneficial effects on stimulation 

of the ovarian steroid production which ultimately 

increase the ovarian activity. However, it may also cause 

caused impaired oocyte and embryo quality characterized 

by excessive lipid accumulation and an altered energy 

metabolism. Higher ovarian activity (93.3%, 14 out of 15) 

in buffaloes has also been observed in high lipid diet, 

while significantly lower ovarian activity (20%, 3 out of 

15) found in low lipid diet (Hussein and Abdel-Raheem, 

2013). In contrast, high lipid diet leads to produce oocytes 

with significantly higher lipid accumulation, abnormal 

meiotic spindles, and lower ATP compared to control diet 

(Reynolds et al., 2015). 

High-protein diets can stimulate the milk production 

and ammonia and urea concentrations in the blood, 

however, it has often been associated with altered 

intrafollicular, oviductal and uterine environments 

resulting low reproductive performance (Laven and Drew, 

1999; Law et al., 2009). In contrast, high protein diets 

may result in a higher growth pattern during the growing 

period which increased the fertility, decreased mortality 

and improved offspring performance in broiler breeder 

(van Emous et al., 2015). Furthermore, supplementation 

of biotin has been shown to be positively affected the 

reproductive performance through the upregulation of 

avidin-related protein-2 mRNA levels in the oviduct of 

broiler hens (Daryabari et al., 2015). The 

microenvironment contains oocytes and embryos are 

highly sensitive to these dietary changes and perhaps 

caused disturbed fertilization, maturation or early 

cleavage and development of the fetus. 

Dietary macronutrients may act on many levels of the 

ovarian-hypothalamus-hypophyseal axis, which may be 

directly reflected in reproductive efficiency in farm 

animal (Leroy et al., 2008; Garcia-Garcia, 2012). In 

addition, acute or chronic changes in the dietary 

macronutrient may alter the release and synthesis 

hormones related to reproductive and metabolic process, 

follicular growth and oocyte quality. 

 

Conclusion  

 

Nutrigenomics opens a new era of working with 

nutrition and genetics and this knowledge will help us to 

determine how food interferes with the genetics of an 

organism and what will be the responses to these 

interferences in terms of phenotype. In mitigating the 

problems focusing on animal production, disease, and 

health, nutrigenomics is the potential tool for nutritional 

research in molecular level. In future, a combination of 

both innovative nutritional research and updated 

molecular technologies will indubitably enhance our basic 

understanding of nutrient-gene interaction and help us to 

define new methods for managing animal production and 

reproduction. Therefore, it will be possible to formulate a 

nutritional plan for livestock depending on their genotype 

which ultimately enhance productive and reproductive 

performances. Finally, it could be possible to get the 

desired livestock performance in terms of disease, health, 

and production through targeting the specific genes by 

nutritional manipulation. Since the introduction of 

nutrigenomics into the “omics” group, there was an 

upgrade of how nutritionists, geneticist and other 

professionals on evaluating and treating different diseases 

in humans and enhance the productive and reproductive 

performance in livestock species. Nevertheless, there is 

still a long way to go on Nutrigenomics, as further 

research needs to be done in order to connect an animal’s 

genetic profile, diet, and environmental habits. 
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